
aerosun® 3-POINT SUN SAIL

made in Germany

Individual �rchitecture



The membranes of each sail are very durable, water- and dirt repellent and also UV-resistant. With this sail solu-
tion, no concrete foundation is necessary for the tensioning of the mast. aerosun® 3-POINT SUN SAILS are fixed on 
the building and the ground through intelligent fastening systems and thus optimally tensioned. 

We are using intelligent fabrics and sewing threads from the yachting sector, all corners and sides are reinforced 
by means of peripheral belts, so the sails can withstand high wind loads up to 8 beaufort. All accessories such as 
masts, shackles, fixations and anchors are made of stainless steel. The assembly and disassembly of the shading 
sails only takes a few minutes and can be carried out without any difficulty.

Setting Sails



aeronautec develops and fabricates technical textiles. The results are extraordinary 
complete solutions in textile architekture.  

For our shading solutions we are only using high-quality membranes that have their 
origin in the yachting sector. Most of our elements are uniquely made by our specialists 
in Seeon, developed, manufactured and refined according to static demands. Here we 
cooperate with local partners.

The aerosun® 3-POINT SUN SAIL combines sophisticated materials and processing with 
highest aesthetic demands.

rope made of 
stainless steel

high-strength straps

high-quality membrane

In  Detail



aeronautec GmbH
Gewerbering 7
83370 Seeon
Germany

mail: info@aeronautec.de

phone: +49 (0) 8624 89199-0

Experience service from one source. After an optional 
on-site 3D scan, conception and customization of your 
aerosun® 3-POINT SUN SAIL, we are assembling with 
our own team, because we understand our work as an 
integral process. 

Each sun sail is adopted to local conditions and           
requirements and the size of the shading space. Also 
the altitude of the sun in different times of the year 
plays an important role - so you can enjoy your comfort 
zone in all kinds of weather.

Regional
Production

www.aeronautec.de
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